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OurPurpose
Promoting the
Industry – Focused
on Member Success!

OurVision
Advocate • Educate
Inform • Lead

OurMission
To promote the common
interest of the printing
industry; and to help our
members prosper, both
individually and collectively,
through fellowship, education
and cooperative action.
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PIA Launches New iLearning Center
Printing Industries of America
launched its new and improved
iLearning Center in January,
and Joe Marin, Vice President,
Education and Training, is
excited about its potential to
help printer members build
their businesses.

“There are many online
education programs out there,
but the iLearning Center
directly benefits our members
by providing courses that are most relevant for printing industry professionals,” Marin said. “More
importantly, it gives employers the opportunity to train their staff with the latest techniques and
skills quickly and efficiently from any computer or mobile device anywhere, anytime, and at their
convenience, without time spent away from the workplace.”
Marin emphasized the flexibility of the new iLearning program, which he believes is a huge
advantage for members. “A really terrific feature of the iLearning Center is its mobile app that
enables a ‘learn anywhere, anytime’ approach where courses can be viewed on any smartphone or
tablet. There’s even an option that grants learners the ability to view videos offline! Members can use
this feature to preserve data on the go, view in airplane mode, or watch in remote areas. To watch
videos offline, learners will download the video while connected online, view the video, and later
sync their progress back to the application once connected online again.”
All core courses are free with your PICA Membership, and more free courses are scheduled to
be added throughout 2018. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Orientation to the Graphic Arts
Adobe Lightroom
Adobe InDesign for Prepress
Adobe Illustrator for Prepress
Adobe Photoshop for Prepress

•
•
•
•

SEO Basics
Data Demo: Making It Relevant
Sheetfed Offset Lithographic Press
Building a Data Plan for Variable Data

The iLearning Center also offers important industry certifications that are deeply discounted
for Members, such as:
• Improvement Professional in Print (IPP) Certification, which validates the expertise of printing
industry professionals who help companies achieve operational excellence by using the concepts of
Lean Manufacturing.
• Customer Service Professional (CSP) Certification, a program that provides best industry
processes and practices for CSRs in a production print environment.
• Power Selling, a sales course for industry professionals that employs a “hybrid” training model that
combines both eLearning with live, one-on-one training with Leslie Groene.

For more information, visit www.printing.org/ilearning.

Chairman’s Letter

Kudos to Carolina Printers

In my recent visits to PICA members and non-members, I have been delighted
to see the leaps in technology that printers of all sizes are making. Many of the
companies with 20 or less employees have embraced technology that some of
the bigger printers are just beginning to use. These strategies are allowing them
to compete with the larger printers across many categories, including design,
large format, mailing, printing envelopes in full color, digital printing, and
conventional offset, just to name a few. Technology allows us to transcend the
limitations of how and where we do business. It is being embraced across the
Carolinas, and it is being done VERY well.
I truly believe PICA is the best resource for printers in the Carolinas to learn
more about what their peers are doing to be successful. Your PICA membership
also grants you membership in PIA, and there’s a lot of information in this
issue about PIA’s iLearning Center, the free courses that come with being a
member, and the many other services PIA offers through PICA. I hope you’ll
take the time to go online to www.printing.org and make sure you’re taking
advantage of all that your membership brings.
PICA events, webinars, training classes and networking gatherings are all
excellent opportunities to have conversations with other printers, gain
knowledge from their real-world experiences, and learn what’s working
well and what’s not working at all.
If you want to make changes in your
business, but are unsure what direction to
take, it can feel like you’ve hit a brick wall.
Reach out to PICA and ask them to put
you in touch with someone who is a subject
matter expert on your topic of interest.
When we work together as an industry,
we all win.
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Mel Clarke, Jr.
Chairman, PICA
Service Printing Company
mclarkejr@servicecolor.com

Ask Silence Dogood
In the spirit of the most famous printer of all, Ben Franklin, we have co-opted one of his
pseudonyms for our anonymous Q&A feature. Here, PICA Members can ask their printrelated questions, and our industry experts will tell it like it REALLY is. All communication
will be done anonymously, without concern for corporate approval or political backlash.
Q: I’m about to purchase the first wide-format printer for our company
and I’m not sure whether to purchase a latex or solvent-based inkjet
printer. I anticipate using it for a wide variety of applications, including
the possibility of wraps. Do you have a recommendation?
SD: There are a variety of considerations, including durability of outside displays,
odor, environmental requirements, drying time, head replacement frequency/cost,
ink cost, media range, and sustainability. Latex fades earlier when outdoors (still lasts
several years), but has no odor, poses fewer environmental or sustainability issues,
prints well on porous substrates, and dries quickly. What it doesn’t do is print on rigid
surfaces, since latex printers are currently roll-fed. Solvent uses less expensive ink and
the equipment cost may be less expensive. If you want maximum flexibility, consider a
LED UV printer that can print both flatbed and from rolls.
If you’re serious about going to wide-format, talk to your fellow PICA Members to get
equipment recommendations and information on best practices. Harness the power of
your trade association to help you make the best decision for your company.
Who is wise? He that learns from everyone.

Your humble servant,
Silence Dogood
March/April 2018
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Recycling Management Resources Turns Recycling into Revenue
Paige Denton, Regional Sales and Procurement Manager for Recycling
Management Resources (RMR), believes sustainability and profitability go
hand in hand. We’ve called upon her expertise – 15 years in the paper recycling
industry – to explain how recycling becomes revenue for fellow PICA members.

1. Who is Recycling Management Resources (RMR)?
Recycling Management Resources is a plant-based recycling group focused
on maximizing client’s revenue generation from recyclable paper, plastic and
metal scrap. We specialize in setting up programs for segregation, collection
and movement of recyclable materials throughout North America and
Europe with networks and customers all over the world. Based in Duluth,
GA, RMR is privately owned and operates facilities primarily on the East
Coast. In January of 2018, RMR acquired National Paper Recycling and
now has 8 facilities, processes around 450,000 tons of recyclables per year, and employs more than 230 people.
2. What sets RMR apart from other recyclers?
Our extensive industry knowledge and unparalleled customer service. RMR employs some of the top experts in the
field of recycling; specifically, paper recycling. We use that knowledge to help our suppliers understand the markets
and capture as much revenue as possible from their waste stream. We also own our own trucking company, Green
Logistics. This allows us control of transportation and guarantees our expectations around timely service are met.
It also provides us a competitive edge to transportation costs that we can pass along to our suppliers in the rebates
offered for recyclable materials.
3. What recycling services does RMR provide?
Our objective with each supplier is to listen and understand how we can best tailor a program to help them achieve
their goals of diverting recyclables away from the landfill and capture additional revenue in the process. We work to
not only collect the more common recyclables at a competitive price, but also offer more rarely found services such
as roll cutting, hardback book recycling, and equipment placement. Looking at a recycling program from all angles
allows us to capture missed opportunities which results in additional revenue for our suppliers.
4. How can PICA members benefit from partnering with RMR?
Our ability to recognize overlooked opportunities, operate efficiently, and sell material in a competitive market all
result in additional revenue for our suppliers. RMR has partnered with PICA to offer all members a 2% bonus
for new suppliers. This is offered in addition to the increased revenue our program generates for our clients.
Furthermore, in a world that is increasingly focused on sustainability, we offer our partners a way to show their
customer base a measurable commitment to the environment with continued landfill aversion.
If you have questions about recycling or would like to schedule a waste audit of your facility,
please contact Paige Denton at 470-385-5866 or pdenton@recyclingmr.com. You may learn
more about RMR at www.recyclingmr.com.
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PICA Celebrates Award and New Venture for Bohan, Webb
PICA has a long tradition of celebrating those who serve our industry. Dr. Mark Bohan
and Dr. Joe Webb are longtime contributors and trusted resources for our membership,
and we thought you’d like to share in our celebration of their successes.
Bohan Receives
TAGA’s Bruno Award

PICA would like to join PIA and Heidelberg
in congratulating Dr. Mark Bohan on
receiving the 2018 TAGA Michael H.
Bruno Award. The Board of Directors of the
Technical Association of the Graphic Arts
(TAGA) awarded this honor to Bohan based
on his outstanding contributions to the advancement of the
graphic arts industry.
Bohan is the Director of Prinect & CtP at Heidelberg
USA, and an invaluable resource for PICA and the
industry as a whole. Throughout his career, Bohan has
spoken at over 250 invited lectures and has written
85 press articles and 100 publications.
“It has been an honor to work with some of the best global
teams in the industry, progressing knowledge and providing
new opportunities for the use of print technologies,” said
Bohan. “TAGA has provided a fantastic opportunity to
explore, evaluate technologies and learn from some of the best
scientists and engineers and challenge the existing paradigms.
In addition, I have been supported by some legends in the
industry and hope to continue in their rich vein. I am truly
humbled to be named the 2018 recipient of the Michael H.
Bruno Award, joining a rich pantheon of those luminaries
in the industry.”

Webb Charts New Career Path

Dr. Joe Webb has decided to make
some changes. He made the following
announcement in January, at the top of his
WhatTheyThink column.

A Special Message:
Gratitude and a Planned Farewell

In December 2002, I reluctantly agreed to write an almostweekly column for WhatTheyThink for one – and only
one – year. I was wrong about how it would all unfold. Our
relationship grew and even inspired books – seven of them
(usually with the insightful co-authorship of Richard Romano).
January 2018 starts the sixteenth year of the relationship, and it
will be the last. This is a happy decision of my own choosing. I am
“retiring from deadlines” to pursue some other projects and what
I hope is a long, happy, and healthy retirement with Mrs. Webb,
something our parents did not have an opportunity to know.
There will be six monthly columns through June 2018 and four
quarterly webinars, the last in December 2018. I appreciate
the support and encouragement of our readers. It has been a
tumultuous good time, with many blessings. Thank you for
your interest and kindness. May all of you have great success and
fulfillment in your work: for you, your families, and all who rely
on your decisions and actions.

Bohan currently serves on the Board of Directors at
TAGA and, for the past 20 years, has been involved in the
development of graphic arts ISO standards and is a U.S.
expert on ISO TC130. He also has participated in various
other organizations and has served as Director for The Color
Group (GB). Previously, he served on the Board of Directors
at CIP4 for 6 years.

This doesn’t mean Webb is leaving the printing industry. He’s still
very much involved, and recently keynoted EFI Connect. Webb
shared a link to his presentation that he thought PICA members
might enjoy. The video link is https://lnkd.in/e4tuyUm, and the
slides can be accessed at https://lnkd.in/eSq9hxV.

“The TAGA Board of Directors is delighted to have Dr. Mark
Bohan accept the prestigious Bruno Award this year,” said
Liam O’Hara, Associate Professor at Clemson University
and current TAGA President. “Working alongside Dr.
Bohan on the TAGA Board of Directors, I know that he
has an outstanding record of service to the print industry
and the TAGA organization itself. Dr. Bohan’s career in
many ways embodies the stated mission of TAGA, ‘sharing
and disseminating theoretical, functional and practical
information on current and emerging technologies for
Graphic Arts print production and related processes.’ His
award is richly deserved.”

“Amidst all the personal stuff (hobbies, stuff in our parish, some
travel, and study of Okinawan karate), I will be working on
UnSquaring, the non-profit executive development program
based on the book UnSquaring the Wheel (https://www.
unsquaring.org/),” Webb said. “We are in the process of soliciting
underwriting grants from some industry suppliers. We are also
seeking to work with industry associations (including PICA and
other affiliates) to conduct programs, executive retreats, in-house
education, and other formats. In the long run, most of the
programs will be delivered online, and we will be working with
educational designers and other pros to create these initiatives. I
will be involved in a new role in the industry, happy to be free,
soon, of the deadlines of writing and statistical analysis.”

March/April 2018
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Maximize the Power of Your PICA Awards
Winning a PICA Award is a powerful marketing tool
- regardless of your company size.
It’s your chance to distinguish yourself from the competition, to get the attention of
potential customers looking for a proven printing partner.
It provides a great opportunity to interact with your clients, increasing confidence and trust
and ultimately boosting sales.
PICA Awards is the premier regional graphic arts competition that acknowledges and honors
superb craftsmanship in the creation and production of top quality printed materials.
Visit our website for more information at picanet.org/pica-awards/

Our 52nd PICA Awards celebration
will be a special night...
Saturday, March 24, 2018
Grandover Resort
Greensboro, NC

Benefits of Winning
• Increased name recognition in the industry and with
potential customers
• Improved customer relations to help expand current business
• Opportunities to gain new leads and win new business
• Valuable exposure through news releases to trade and business
publications, newspapers and industry Web sites

• FREE entry in Printing Industries of America’s Premier Print
Awards for Best of Category winners (limit of 100 free)
• FREE self-promotion kit from PICA
• Winners will be recognized on the PICA Web site
• Use of PICA Awards Winner logo on your website and
printed materials to strengthen your brand identity
• Custom printed plaque or certificate honoring your win

In the Spotlight
“I feel a sense of pride when submitting a piece for the PICA Awards. We
work on various projects all year, but only a few are really unique, complex,
or present a challenge that requires thought and/or ingenuity to figure out.
Whenever those types of projects are delivered and the customers are pleased,
I set a few pieces aside for us to consider when it’s time for the awards. There
is the feeling of a job well done and the excitement of having your work on
display along with the work of your peers in the industry.”
Chris Amos, Loftin & Company Printers, Charlotte, NC
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PIA Offers Extensive Guidance on OSHA Compliance
OSHA Compliance Workshop
The Environmental, Health, and Safety team at Printing Industries of America is pleased to present an OSHA
Compliance for Printing Workshop April 25-26 at PIA headquarters in Warrendale, PA. This one-of-a-kind
workshop is held in conjunction with the Specialty Graphics and Imaging Association (SGIA).
This workshop is a two-day experience that will prepare anyone, not just safety professionals, for OSHA
compliance. Topics include common OSHA violations, walking and working surfaces, injury and illness record
keeping and reporting, and lockout/tagout.
Participants not only walk away with knowledge about OSHA compliance, but receive an information package
with program templates as well as PIA’s OSHA Primer publication and other resources.
Due to the hands-on nature of this workshop, it is limited to 15 participants. Please register as soon as possible
at www.printing.org/OSHAworkshop.
2018 Penalty Increases
At the beginning of this
year, OSHA increased its
penalty amounts as allowed
to adjust for inflation. The
increase is about 2%.

Violation

Penalties as of
January 13, 2017

Penalties as of
January 13, 2018

Any serious violation of OSHA rules
or standards (29 CFR 1903.15(d)(3))

Up to $12,675

Up to $12,934

The Department of Labor
is required to adjust
maximum OSHA penalties
for inflation by January 15
of each new year, and the
new penalty levels will apply
to all violations occurring
after January 12, 2018.

OSHA violation deemed other-than-serious
(29 CFR 1903.15(d)(4))

Up to $12,675

Up to $12,934

Failure to correct a violation
(29 CFR 1903.15(d)(5))

Up to $12,675

Up to $12,934

Violation of posting requirements
(29 CFR 1903.15(d)(6))

Up to $12,675

Up to $12,934

Any willful violation of OSHA rules or
standards (29 CFR 1903.15(d)(1))

Minimum of $9,054
up to $126,749

Minimum of $9,239
up to $129,336

This chart compares penalties
in effect January 13, 2017
to the new penalties effective
January 13, 2018.

Any repeated violation of OSHA rules
or standards (29 CFR 1903.15(d)(2))

Up to $126,749

Up to $129,336

If you have any questions about OSHA compliance, please contact PIA’s Environmental, Health, and Safety Dept.
at ehs@printing.org or (412) 259-1794.

OSHA Compliance Webinar – Free to PICA Members
There is a wave of governmental deregulation occurring, but the pressure on the printing industry continues
unabated. OSHA has not changed the designation of the printing industry as a high hazard for amputations.
This means printing operations are being randomly inspected. On average, OSHA inspects at least one to two
printing operations per week and they are finding violations that cost real money.
This webinar will review OSHA enforcement activity, rulemaking, and other developments to watch as the year
unfolds. We will discuss the top OSHA issues employers should monitor and understand along with what steps
you will need to take to become compliant.
The webinar is presented by Gary Jones, Printing Industries of America and Marcia Y. Kinter, Specialty Graphic
Imaging Association. Register at www.printing.org.
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PICA Offers Limited Edition Prints at Vintage Price
In 1981, the
PICA Foundation
commissioned North
Carolina Artist Ward
Nichols to create Tools
of Freedom, an oil
on canvas painting
of the hand tools
used by printers in
the old hot-metal days. In 1983, the PICA Foundation
and the Gutenberg Museum of Mainz, Germany, jointly
commissioned Nichols to illustrate the famous Gutenberg
Workshop in The Gutenberg Creation. Both paintings were
reproduced in limited edition runs and sold out very quickly.

Künstler went on to create another painting in 1987, The
First Amendment, depicting a scene outside the office of The
Daily Advertiser, where Madison and local citizens are reading
and discussing the first printing of their new Bill of Rights.

In early 1993, Ward Nichols created Hands of Freedom,
the last of the historic series, exclusively for those craftsmen
associated with the printing industry.

To commemorate the 200th anniversary of the signing of the
Constitution in 1987, the PICA Foundation commissioned
renowned American history artist Mort Künstler to depict
a scene where Benjamin Franklin and James Madison
are examining a copy from the first press run of the U.S.
Constitution. We The People…1787 was recognized officially
by the Commission on the Bicentennial of the United States
Constitution, as are all prints from the limited run.

Each time a painting was commissioned, the PICA
Foundation worked with the artist to produce limited
edition lithographs of the paintings, produced in North
Carolina by Hall Printing Company in High Point. The
runs were limited to 2,000, and each print is numbered and
signed by the artist. Tools of Freedom and The Gutenberg
Creation have been sold out for over twenty years, with a
few coming up for resale occasionally. There are a couple
hundred prints remaining of We The People…1787, along
with First Amendment and Hands of Freedom.
If you are interested in purchasing one of these important
reproductions of American history, please give Jeff Stoudt a
call at (704) 357-1150. And, if you are looking for a specific
number to complete your series, let us know and we will
confirm its availability. The pricing for the prints has not
changed in twenty-plus years: $150 for an unframed print,
and $295 for a matted and framed print. Shipping and sales
Continued on Page 11
tax are not included.
March/April 2018
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Member News
Graphic Visual Solutions Wins Best Workplace Award
Printing Industries of America has announced that Graphic Visual
Solutions, Greensboro, has been awarded the designation of 2017
Best Workplace in the Americas (BWA). One of only 26 companies
in the U.S. to receive the award, Graphic will be celebrated at an
awards presentation at the 2018 President’s Conference to be held
March 4-6 in San Antonio, Texas. Judged by an anonymous panel of
human relations professionals from the printing industry, companies
were evaluated on policies and benefits in the following areas:
Communication & Culture, Employee Resources & Benefits, and
Safety & Work Environment. For 17 years, the Best Workplace in the
Americas award has acted as an acknowledgement of printing industry
excellence in human resources practices. The BWA awards show that
companies of any size can excel in their commitment to employees.
Heritage Printing Adds Second Ricoh Pro C901s
Heritage Printing & Graphics, Charlotte, has added another full-color
sheet fed printer, more than doubling the capabilities of the Heritage
facility. The C901s is the latest in the brand’s digital color production
system lineup and it continues to deliver exceptional quality and
performance while offering new enhancements in productivity and
paper handling.
The C901s is capable of full-color, CMYK printing up to 90 pages per
minute, with saddle stitching and folding capabilities. It will produce
a range of products from booklets and newsletter to high resolution
magazines at 1200 x 1200 DPI.
“The 901 is a smooth operating printer with amazing resolutions and speeds.
We can now produce large orders faster, without any compromise on quality,”
said Brent Thompson, Heritage Production Pre-Press Manager. For more
information, visit https://HeritagePrintingCharlotte.com.
Mac Papers Opens Wide Format
Demo Center in Atlanta Area
Mac Papers, one of the largest merchant distributors in the Southeast
U.S., has announced the grand opening of a wide format demo center
at its Atlanta branch located at 460 Riverside Parkway, Lithia Springs,
Georgia. The demo facility houses wide format print equipment and
substrates from best-in-class suppliers.
“We’re pleased to now offer our Atlanta-area customers the opportunity for
hands-on experience with equipment and media used in the growing wide
format market,” said Marty Davis, Director of Wide Format and Graphics
for Mac Papers. “Our demo center showcases the latest solvent and dye
sublimation wide format print equipment from top suppliers, including
Roland and Mutoh, as well as the finishing equipment and substrates that
perform best with each piece of equipment.”
Mac Papers also provides training, services and support to help
customers maximize the effectiveness of their wide format equipment.
The company’s wide format experts analyze all stages of workflow,
from creation to pressroom, recommending ways to optimize the
entire process.
“Wide format printing presents an exciting revenue opportunity for
commercial printers and it’s a growing business for sign and display shops,”
added Davis. “As part of our commitment to support the wide format market
and our customers that are expanding their capabilities, Mac Papers plans
to operate a demo center within a four-hour drive of all the areas we serve
throughout the Southeast.”
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The company opened a demo center at its headquarters location in
Jacksonville in January, 2017, and plans to open additional centers
within the company’s southeastern footprint in 2018.
The Mac Papers Atlanta branch wide format demo center is open by
appointment Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
To schedule a visit and demonstration, call (844) 622-9433, or email
wideformat@macpapers.com.
HP Introduces HP Indigo 20000 Wallpaper Solution
HP introduced HP Indigo Wallpaper in January at Germany’s
Heimtextil. Indigo Wallpaper is an HP Indigo 20000 Digital Press
solution for wallpaper manufacturers to transition from analog
production to a digital color printing process with gravure quality,
and benefit from on-demand printing, faster time-to-market, and
reduced waste.
The HP Indigo 20000 Digital Press Wallpaper Solution can be
retro-installed as an additional application on existing machines.
The HP Indigo Wallpaper launch is the latest in the HP print technology
portfolio for décor. For high-volume endless printing or a new design
every meter, the new HP Indigo 20000 Digital Press Wallpaper solution
is capable of producing endless printing at 1515 sq.m. per hour with
a 74 cm width. The HP Indigo 20000 is digitally programmed for
repeat, frameless printing, making it ideal for repeated pattern wallpaper
applications and more. Wallpapers for the press are available to HP
customers through suppliers, and HP recently announced a new range
of durable textiles certified for HP Latex printers.
Continuous Improvement Conference
April 8-11 in Chicago
Your company may be just starting out on its journey of continuous
improvement or it may be far enough down the road that it is time to
look back and see where things could have been done better. Regardless of
your progress toward operational excellence, there is plenty to learn at the
2018 Continuous Improvement Conference, from developing better
leadership skills to the effective use of Lean processes and tools.
This year’s theme, Set Priorities - Create Value - Unlock Potential,
acknowledges the critical aspects of establishing improvement priorities,
focusing on value by minimizing non-value- added activities, and
unleashing the many talents of employees. The 2018 Continuous
Improvement Conference is designed to give executives and managers the
right tools to implement and sustain continuous improvement programs
in their organizations. You can expect to:
• Develop a roadmap to your company’s success.
• Learn in detail how to implement specific improvement strategies.
• Discover how the concepts and tools of Lean manufacturing are
implemented successfully each day in the printing industry.
• Examine case studies by printing companies revealing their advanced
approaches to cutting costs and becoming more productive.
• Get advice and inspiration from nationally-known authorities in
operational excellence.
• Find out the guiding leadership principles that propel some of North
America’s best companies.
• Hear what it takes to lead a cultural transformation in your company.
For more information and to register, please go to ci.printing.org.

Member News
Mac Papers Names Carter Whiddon
to Leadership Role
Mac Papers announced today that it has
named Carter Whiddon as Vice President
and Regional Manager, joining Vice President
and Regional Manager Craig Boortz in the
company’s most senior branch leadership roles.
Whiddon joined Mac Papers in 1987, training
at the Jacksonville, Fla., branch. He began his
sales career in 1988, initially serving the Gainesville and Ocala, Fla.,
markets. The 30-year Mac Papers veteran was promoted to Tallahassee
general manager in 2000 and led the branch to “Branch of the Year” –
the company’s top sales honor.
“We have every confidence in Carter’s experience and leadership
skills and know that he will be successful in his new role,” stated Mac
Papers Chief Executive Officer David McGehee. “Carter and Craig
Boortz complement each other nicely and will work well together and
with our branch team members to deliver best-in-class products and
creative solutions that meet our customers’ needs and support their
business goals.”
Whiddon holds a bachelor’s degree in business communications
from Valdosta State University. He will be based at the company’s
headquarters office in Jacksonville.
Wikoff Color’s ImpressionLE Brings
Versatility to UV Litho Market
Wikoff Color’s latest innovation hits the UV Offset Litho market in the
form of a versatile process color series. ImpressionLE is designed to cure
with H-UV, 395 nm LED or standard mercury vapor lamps, and is even
compatible with conventional rubber rollers. No matter the preferred
curing method, ImpressionLE can help increase press speeds and decrease
energy usage with the option for wet trapping and one-lamp curing.
ImpressionLE’s versatility is not only shown in curing capability, but also
in its wide range of substrate compatibility. This product line is well-suited
for paper, paperboard, synthetics, plastics, polyboard and foil applications.

Limited Edition Prints

Wikoff Welcomes Cavalcanti to
Regional Management
Wikoff Color Corporation is pleased to
announce that Daniel Cavalcanti has accepted
the position of Regional Manager of Latin
America and the Caribbean. Daniel assumed
his new responsibilities to help manage regional
strategies, as well as the integration of Verti
Produtos Químicos, Wikoff’s recent acquisition
in São Paulo, Brazil.
“Daniel will bring a fresh perspective to the Regional Management
team,” Daryl Collins, VP of Regional Operations and Marketing for
Wikoff Color, said. “His exposure to international markets and exports
has allowed him to develop certain strengths that will be a tremendous
asset for Wikoff and his leadership in our Latin American market. We are
excited for Daniel and the potential growth opportunities in his region.”
Cavalcanti started with the company in 2011 as the International
Sales Manager based out of Wikoff’s corporate offices in Fort Mill,
South Carolina. He was responsible for maintaining current business
relationships outside of the US, as well as developing and managing
new accounts within key international markets. Prior to joining Wikoff,
Cavalcanti gained invaluable experience in the inkjet industry, where he
worked for 10 years exporting inks from the US to international markets.
A native of Brazil, Cavalcanti lived in Canada and England before settling
in the US in 1999.

Condolences

To the family and friends of Lee Warner, longtime driver for
Athens. Lee previously drove for Nationwide Papers and
Henley, and passed away on January 14.
To the family and friends of Cynthia Treadaway, widow
of past PICA President Bill Treadaway, on her
February 21 passing.

(Continued From Page 9)

About the artists: Ward Nichols grew up a third-generation
printer. His grandfather, W. W. Logan, was apprenticed to a
printer in Sparta, NC in 1886. In 1909 he opened his own
print shop in Welch, WV, and published the McDowell
Recorder, the first daily newspaper in McDowell County.
Nichols’ father, H. H. Nichols, joined the business in 1933,
and managed it until his retirement in 1974. Like many
“printer’s devils,” Ward began working in the business at the
age of 10. He started as a delivery and stock boy, eventually
learning to operate the hand-fed platen press. After a fouryear stint in the Navy, Nichols returned to the business

until he decided to devote his life to a career in art. He is
nationally and internationally recognized and has been
included in many galleries world-wide. He currently resides
in North Wilkesboro, NC.
Mort Künstler was born in Brooklyn, NY and has been
illustrating painting since the late 1940’s. He is known for
his intricate and realistic style and is best known for his
commissioned U. S. historical subjects, especially Civil War-era
and western subjects. He currently resides on Long Island, NY.

March/April 2018
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2018 Presidents Conference
San Antonio, TX
18-21: 2018 TAGA Annual
Technical Conference
Baltimore, MD
4-6:

Margie Farthing ■ mfarthing@picanet.org

April
8-11: 2018 Continuous
Improvement Conference
Rosemont, IL
25-26: 2018 OSHA Compliance
for Printing Workshop
Warrendale, PA

May

Editor

Jennifer Gaston ■ (704) 724-4249
Jennifer@writesandedits.com

2:

Designer

Katie Mattson Craig ■ (704) 965-5249
Katie@DesignedForMomentum.com

10:

Contact PICA
Phone: (704) 357-1150
(800) 849-7422
Fax: (704) 357-1154
www.picanet.org

24:

Printing: United Printing & Mailing
Mailing: BCE South
Paper: Case Paper
8

24:

52nd ANNUAL
PICA AWARDS
Grandover Resort &
Conference Center
Greensboro, NC

HR Update Webinar
Noon - 1pm
Automation Ready!
Virtual Conference
PICA Annual Meeting

June
19-20: 2018 Print &
Packaging Summit
Washington, DC

